This paper provides an introduction to the main types of graph in Stata that economics students might need. It covers univariate discrete and continuous variables, bivariate distributions, some simple time plots and methods of visualising the output from estimating models. It shows a small number of the many options available and includes references to further resources.
Introduction
It has often been said that a picture paints a thousand words. This is certainly true when it comes to data analysis. There are two good reasons to acquire some skills in graphing your data: (1) Graphical methods are a powerful way for a researcher to explore data and (2) graphs can be a very useful way of illustrating your data and results whether it is in a presentation, a project or a thesis.
To motivate the first reason above, consider the following set of graphs:
These four graphs are collectively known as Anscombe's Quartet. You may be surprised to learn that the x variables in these four graphs have the same mean and the same variance. This is also true of y and, moreover, the covariance between x and y is the same & hence the regression line is the same. Clearly they are very different relationships. Without graphing the data, you would probably never know.
In this document I show how to use Stata to generate some of the key graphs that economics students should know about and should consider using in their projects, presentations and theses. There are several good online treatments of Stata graphics (listed at the end). Stata's Youtube channel has videos on graphics which are excellent. The book by Michael Mitchell is a fantastic resource which you could also draw on. Andrew Jones' guide, though designed for health econometrics, is of general interest if you are using Stata. Jesse Shapiro has a great set of slides on preparing a good applied microeconomics presentation but is relevant for any applied economics talk & probably other social sciences. Here I am going to outline the main methods that I think economics students should know at a minimum. Along the way I show a few of the many options available to whet your appetite. The definitive source of information is the Stata Graphics Manual which is a mere 739 pages long. A classic text on data visualization and graphics is Tufte (2001) . For a shorter guide targeted at economists see the paper by Schwabish (2014).
All of the datasets I use here are either available online & can be accessed in Stata using the webuse command or they are provided with Stata and can be accessed using sysuse. To switch from one dataset to another you need to use clear first. Stata commands will be in bold. A basic knowledge of Stata is required. There are two ways to create graphs in Stata.
You can either (a) use a written command which can be done interactively in the command line or written in a do-file or (b) you can use the dialogue boxes/pull-down menus at the top.
A nice feature is that if you use the dialogue box to create a graph Stata will show you the equivalent syntax in the output window so you can learn how to generate the graph. You could copy the syntax into a do-file so you can repeat the exercise. So I tend to use the pulldown menus to experiment until I get the graph looking like I want. Then I copy the syntax that generates it from the output window into my do-file so I can replicate it later.
When Stata produces a graph for you on the screen click on "file" at the top left: you can either save it or you can open the editor to make further changes. Stata's native format for graphs is .gph. If you want to include it in a Word document or a Powerpoint file for example you need to save it to a format like portable network graph (. png). , a tiff file (.tiff), a Windows meta file (. wmf) or a postscript file (.ps). You may need to experiment saving to different formats to get something that works with your document. As .wmf files only work with Windows, if you are a Mac user or you are collaborating with one it might be best to can end up taking a lot of space if there are a large number of data points in your graph. combine them into one graph. Koffman (2015) has a few slides on this or help graph combine.
The Stata graphics editor has numerous options & you can customize the graph in many many ways. It is beyond the scope of this document to describe how. Here I am mostly going to use the graph commands that come with Stata. However there are some good user-written commands for Stata graphics that are freely available online. You can find and download them within Stata using the findit command. Here I will draw on just four of these: binscatter, coefplot, fabplot and vioplot. To download the first of these say, just type: findit binscatter in the command line or ssc install binscatter. Hit return and follow the steps.
As these user created commands are occasionally revised, it is worth using the adoupdate command periodically to ensure you have the latest version.
Distributions
When you are analysing data it is essential that you carefully explore the data before you get stuck into modelling using it using econometric methods. You really need to get to know your data. There are a few reasons for this. One is that exploring the data will sometimes show up anomalies, for example there might be crazy values like missing values code as -1 or 99. The main reason is to get a sense of what the basic patterns are. This is particularly the case for variables that you create from the raw data. It is very easy to make a mistake -even experienced users do -so if you generate a new variable you want to check does it look sensible.
Univariate
We will first consider looking at the distribution of a single variable. You should certainly have a good look at your key variables before you do any modelling.
Discrete
For a discrete variable you should use a histogram: webuse fullauto ta rep78 generates a table of this discrete variable. This is fine as far as it goes and you may want to include a table like this in your document particularly if this is your dependent variable. Note that to keep the table nicely aligned as it is in Stata you need to use the Courier font. However it may be hard to get a sense of the distribution simply by looking at the table.
If you are preparing a presentation, for example, you want the audience to easily grasp what the data looks like. Let's graph it next. The /* */ comments out the end of the line so Stata just reads it as one line. Adding median after the "," (the comma) in the command will show the medians instead e.g.:
grmeanby race married collgrad, summarize(wage) median 2. The density shown in blue is for the unmarried (married==0) and red is for the married.
The legend below the graph is not very helpful unfortunately and you will need to edit it in the graphics editor so you can end up with something like: The points at the top of each plot show that this variable is right (positively) skewed. These points can sometimes distort the diagram so if you wish to omit them adding noout at the end of the line will do. The command below will plot the bars horizontally and removes the outliers: graph hbox wage, over(married) noout 2 Noe that this is Stata's implementation of box plots which goes back to the influential work of John Tukey (1977) . Other approaches are possible. For example some have the whiskers extend to the 10 th & 90 th percentiles instead. The white dot is a marker for the median, the thick line shows the interquartile range with whiskers extending to the upper & lower adjacent values (as defined above). This is overlaid with a density of the data. Violin plots contain a lot of information though you may need to fiddle with the options to get it looking right.
Bivariate
To examine a bivariate distribution, start with a scatterplot twoway (scatter price mpg , msymbol(Oh)) I used the msymbol option above to change the dots to an "O". Scatterplots are not always very illuminating and you may want to adjust them. It is simple to fit and plot a linear regression to this data:
twoway (scatter price mpg) (lfit price mpg)
If you replace lfit with lfitci it shows the confidence interval around the line. Using qfit instead fits a quadratic curve (and hence qfitci instead show the confidence intervals).
scatter mpg weight if foreign || scatter mpg weight if !foreign , yline(20)
The blue dots refer to the first named subset (foreign cars). I have added a line corresponding to y=20 with the yline(20) option. You can have more than one line: using say xline(3000 4000) would create vertical lines corresponding to those values of x. You can use this if there is a particular x or y value that is important (e.g. a particular year). This syntax is another way of creating the same basic diagram:
twoway (scatter mpg weight if foreign) (scatter mpg weight if !foreign)
Note the variable foreign is either 0 or 1 so !foreign means "not foreign" i.e. foreign==0.
Sometimes a scatter plot has so many datapoints that you end up with a graph that's not very illuminating. Let's switch to the nlsw88 data set to see this:
sysuse nlsw88, clear scatter wage tenure (note this is the same as twoway (scatter wage tenure) ) Not terribly clear is it? There is a handy Stata download called binscatter. It groups the xaxis variable into equal-sized bins, computes the mean of the x-axis and y-axis variables within each bin, then creates a scatterplot of these data points.
binscatter wage tenure
What this brings out is there is a positive relationship between wages and job tenure.
binscatter has many nice feature that you can explore. It is possible to generate scatterplots of 3 variables i.e. with 3 dimensional graphs using a download graph3d. These are trickier to get in a form that is helpful. An alternative way of illustrating the bivariate relationship between two variables is to fit a curve to the data. Stata has several ways of doing this. A popular method is called lowess (for locally weighted scatterplot smoothing). the whole distribution. This may facilitate uncovering where in the joint distribution a particular subset is concentrated.
To generate a matrix of scatterplots for several variables: webuse auto, clear graph matrix price mpg weight length, half
Omitting the "half" option means that the upper triangle (symmetric to the lower one) is also shown. 
Time plots
If your data is time series it is best to use the dedicated line plot for time series command.
webuse klein, clear tsset yr
This tells Stata that this variable is the time variable tsline consump invest govt This will graph the three variables over time:
Use twoway (tsline consump, recast(scatter)) If you do not wish the points to be connected.
To plot the correlogram i.e. autocorrelations between yt and yt-1, yt and yt-2 etc:
ac consump, lags(8)
Sometimes you have two variables and you want to illustrate the range between them over time. For example they could be the upper and lower bounds for a given outcome, like a daily price high and low. Sometimes you might wish to plot two or more variables which have different dimensions for example GNP and the unemployment rate. In that case you can use a separate y axis for each of the two. Using the klein dataset:
twoway (scatter consump yr, c(l) yaxis(1)) (scatter taxnetx yr, c(l) yaxis(2))
.
To get a taste for some of the many options you can use in crafting an image, consider this: Dropping the overlay option generates a separate graph for each individual. If "N" is large i.e. there are many individuals, then this form of graph may not be very useful.
Graphs after estimation
After you have estimated your models there are several reasons to use graphs. One is that, post-estimation, it may be wise to examine various characteristics of the residuals. A second is that sometimes a plot of regression coefficients or marginal effects is an easier way of showing the results. So the autocorrelation between residuals in periods t and t-1 is about .65. The lags fade away as we would expect so there is little correlation between residuals in period t and t-5, say.
The corrgram command displays a table of the autocorrelations and has a crude graph of them. To plot regression coefficients there is a user written command coefplot written by Ben Jann (2013). By default it shows 95% confidence intervals but you can change that. sysuse auto regress price mpg headroom trunk length turn coefplot, drop(_cons) xline(0)
In the example above the coefficient on each variable is the marginal effect of that variable.
That is because the price variable is assumed to be a linear function of the x variables. If any of the x variables enter non-linearly then the marginal effect of the variable will be different at different values. Say for example if price depends on mpg (miles per gallon) and its square: formulation. Note that c.mpg#c.mpg will generate a quadratic function but without the linear component i.e. the square only. (mpg=(12(4)41) ) evaluates the marginal effect at different values of mpg starting at 12 and increasing by increments of 4 to 41. The results are presented in a 
margins, dydx(mpg) at

Schemes
While you can tweak the look of graphs in many ways, one approach is to use different styles of graphs (called schemes) that Stata has created. Taking the scatterplot we had on page 16 above, you could try: 
